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It has been more than 130 days since schools across 
the country have closed. The situation escalated so 
quickly that no parent could have prepared. I 
remember standing in my daughter’s preschool 
classroom with her, holding her pink nap mat with 
gold stars, shell shocked. Moms around the country 
were standing with me, stunned by the coming 
plague and the ramifications it would have for our 
families, our careers, our health. As fall looms, and 
many schools remain closed or face closure at any 
time, families face impossible choices with little 
resources.

I reached out to five incredible Jewish moms about 
how they are coping with schools closed and access 
to childcare often out of reach. I wanted Jewish 
moms across America, including myself, to know 
that they are not alone in this difficult time.

Jewish moms hold a cultural fascination and are too 
often depicted in caricature. We are cruel to be kind 
nags who smother our children into achievement. 
We are mean, we can’t cook, we are high 
maintenance JAPs. We are the butt of the jokes of 
too many misogynistic men.

The truth is, Jewish moms are prizefighters. The 
cultural expectations on us are ridiculous — we are 
expected to achieve high-level careers, raise 
multiple children, and create an endless stream of 
beautiful holidays out of thin air.

We are expected to manage the enormous task of 
running a Jewish home and judged harshly if we fall 
short. We are constantly fighting misogyny, Christian 
hegemony, and anti-Semitism. Many of us are also 
fighting racism, homophobia, ableism and living in 
poverty as well.

Jewish moms fight to hold a place in the Jewish 

world, beyond the kitchen and the nursery, and we 
are too often belittled, demeaned and 
disempowered by the same Jewish men singing 
Eshet Chayil.

Whether we are fighting to get our kid into their 
shoes, to get a space on that all-male panel, to 
master a perfect challah or to run for Congress, one 
thing is for certain: Jewish moms fight hard and we 
come to win.

Our mothers and grandmothers fought too, they 
kicked down the door for us. Now, coronavirus is 
threatening to set all women, Jewish and otherwise, 
back a generation.

In April, women’s participation in the workplace 
shrunk to 54.7% the lowest it’s been since the 1980s. 
Job losses are disproportionately hurting women. 
Women’s earnings are taking a hit, worsening the 
wage gap. Women who are married to men in 
heterosexual partnerships were already doing an 
unequal amount of unpaid domestic work at home, 
constantly working the notorious second shift that 
too many men absolve themselves of. Most mothers 
in America are either breadwinners or co-
breadwinners, our careers are not merely an 
intellectual exercise, we pay the bills.

It’s been five months since I stood there, with my 
daughter in her closed school. I work multiple jobs 
and suddenly, I am also a stay-at-home mom. I have 
struggled every single day to manage it all. Most 
days it feels like I am constantly running around, 
trying to keep all of the balls in the air, terrified 
something will hit the floor.

Nothing has fallen so far through strength, 
determination, a new swing set and lots of Elmo. It 
has been enormously difficult for me personally. We

How these strong Jewish women survive the 
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have to be able to talk about that, to tell each other 
that this moment is about mitigating disaster, 
picking the best of bad choices, and suspending all 
judgment to support each other. None of us are 
magic. All of us are scared. Nothing is empowering, 
to ourselves or others, about being quiet.

When I feel lost, especially in motherhood, I always 
seek the voices of other women to guide me, 
console me, uplift me. The voices of other Jewish 
moms remind me that we are stronger and more 
capable than we know. I wanted to bring those 
voices to you, stories of amazing women and how 
they are surviving this terrible time.

One has been on the front lines fighting coronavirus. 
Another is fighting to ensure you can vote without 
getting sick. One mourned with her six kids, with no 
childcare and no shiva. Two have survived COVID-19. 
I hope their stories inspire you and help you get 
through this — or at least help you get through one 
more afternoon without school, without a plan, with 
nothing but the sheer determination not to ever give 
up on being a great mom, and also being so much 
more.

Marjorie Ingall, the writer who literally 
wrote the book on Jewish motherhood.

All the moms (and the dads who do the heavy lifting 
of parenting, which every dad will think means them 
which NOPE) have all my sympathy.

Friends! You aren’t screwing up! I know it feels like 
you are. But you’ve been presented with an 
untenable situation and you’re doing your level best.

I’m lucky my kids are teenagers — sure, I worry that 
my college kid has to take a year off (how can her 
fancy college, with its bloated endowment, not give 
parents a price break when there are no in-person 
classes?) and that my 15-year-old’s online learning 
was interrupted almost daily by their teacher’s 9-
year-old Zoom-bombing the class with Parry Gripp
videos, so whatever my kid lacked in a thought-
provoking group discussion of The Color of Water 
they gained in pedagogically invaluable exposure to 
“Boogie Boogie Hedgehog,” “This is the Best Burrito 

I’ve Ever Eatento,” and “Do You Like Waffles.” I worry 
about my husband being laid off and my inability to 
focus and whether the antibodies we have from all 
getting sick from Covid-19 back in March will keep on 
protecting us and others.

And I still have it way, way better than you parents 
of younger kids. I didn’t have to crack the whip about 
schoolwork for either kid, and they could make their 
own damn lunches, and while the cancellation of 
study abroad (Kid #1) and Jewish camp (Kid #2) 
blows, my kids at least are reading for fun (which I 
value more than any schoolwork they could do) and 
managing their own time and (Kid #1 got an 
internship with a group working for educational 
equity and justice in NYC public schools, Kid #2 is 
taking an online writing class and planning socially 
distanced skate dates with their roller derby friends, 
as soon as outdoor wheels, sold out everywhere, are 
back in stock.

But my point, and I do have one, is please, please, 
please, moms of younger children: cut yourself a 
break. You are living through an impossible situation 
not of your own making. Once again the discourse is 
infuriatingly, wrongly framed, leaving caregiving out 
of the how-we-get-the-economy-back-on-track 
conversation, which means moms are 
disproportionately harmed. Unless you have the 
money for an army of tutors and caregivers and a 
morally gray willingness to put those folks at risk by 
paying them to hang in person with your family, you 
cannot do all you’re being asked to do. Please don’t 
feel like you’re screwing up. It’s not you, it’s it. You’re 
doing amazing, sweetie. And you should listen to me, 
because I wrote the book on Jewish parenting and 
thus far neither of my children has become a serial 
killer or Kayleigh McEnany.

Blimi Marcus, the nurse who caught 
COVID-19.

Childcare has been a challenge for me, since I 
worked in a New York City hospital through March 
and April during the surge. My husband had some 
flexibility (he is essentially self-employed and sits in 
a private office, so he worked throughout the surge)

How these strong Jewish women survive the Covid-19 pandemic
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but I also had to rely on my nanny, despite the risk. She 
masked up and came to and from my home directly and 
we both agreed to the inherent risks of her continuing 
to work for me.

This allowed me to keep my job, but I did 
immediately decide that we will not be attending 
virtual school. By

mid-March when schools closed, I began getting 
texts from my nanny with phone line problems and 
Zoom issues related to my daughter’s classes, and 
while rounding on COVID-19 patients at work that 
wasn’t acceptable to me.

Something had to give, so I made the executive 
decision to allow my children a “gap year” for the 
rest of the school year. I don’t regret that. It allowed 
for a peaceful time for my kids as we socially 
isolated and quarantined for two months without 
fights or stress over attending classes or doing 
homework. Ages 5 and 10, they played together for 
14 hours a day and we supplemented that with 
masked and socially distanced bike rides around the 
block, and painting and baking indoors.

After the surge in NYC ended, my husband and I 
caught COVID. We were sick for two weeks. Our 
children survived on pasta and Mickey Mouse. Our 
friends sent food and cards and games for our 
children, which was special. I did not return to work 
after that.

I am working from home, and this was actually much
more difficult. Living in a small Brooklyn apartment 
with children home and trying to attend virtual 
meetings and write and teach (I was teaching 
nursing students during the spring semester) was 
emotionally exhausting. There was nowhere to sit, 
no cafe to work in, and my 2-bedroom apartment 
wasn’t outfitted for extended quarantine!

Now that we’re in July and NYC has entered Phase III, 
I feel like I’m catching my breath. My children are 
enrolled in day camp, I have a tutor for my daughter 
to catch her up on her studies, and cases in my 
community are extremely low to nonexistent. As a 
health care provider, though, my antennae are up

and my worries for our country are not over. We’re in 
a bad place.

Jordana Horn, the lawyer and writer 
who mourned with six kids.

Our last day of in-school school was a half-day on 
March 13, and when everyone came home that day, 
the expectation was that the kids would be home for 
a few weeks. I have two high schoolers, three 
elementary schoolers and one nursery schooler. I 
was extremely fortunate in a few ways: I had a home 
big enough for a big family, I had a spouse who also 
normally worked from home pre-pandemic, and I 
had a love for the big family ethos of “The Sound of 
Music.”

That being said, it’s been … immersive. As a mom of 
so many kids, but particularly younger kids, ‘school’ 
is very hands-on — the younger ones can’t even log 
onto their various Google meets without help, and 
can’t do the work without assistance, and the 
assistance is me. I get an hour walk in the mornings 
across the street from my mom, and that’s my break 
and I actually think that without that, I would really 
lose myself.

Deb Perelman’s piece in The New York Times 
resonated with me since my entire pre-pandemic 
professional life has largely transpired in hours while 
the kids were at school. I’m doing what I can 
professionally to stay in the mix. But as much as I 
want to get back to life as it was, we have 
maintained distancing pretty strictly. My kids (whose 
camps didn’t cancel, that is) dropped out of camp 
this summer, and I’m running my own camp here at 
home. No vacation plans. Our big change was to 
expand our bubble to include my parents and some 
cousins — and I don’t see that changing any way but 
in the direction of contracting our bubble once more 
in fall and winter.

Right at the beginning of the quarantine, about two 
weeks in, my father-in-law died. It was extremely 
surreal (and I am thankful that we at least got to 
have a graveside funeral with my husband’s brother 
and wife as the only other people allowed to attend)

How these strong Jewish women survive the Covid-19 pandemic
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to come home and not have a shiva, not to have 
anyone outside our house hug my husband with 
their condolences.

Even as defenses wear down in summer, I have a 
sense of what it will be like to have Rosh Hashana, 
Yom Kippur, etc. alone rather than being with our 
community. It is bitterly sad and I miss it, but I am 
trying to keep my eyes on the prize, that is, hoping 
we all live to see the other side of this. I can barely 
remember the way life was before at this point — it 
feels like a dream. Things like going into the city on 
public transit to record podcasts at a studio that has 
now closed, or meeting a friend for lunch and 
possibly even sharing a side dish, seem borderline 
preposterous. I think that’s actually a good thing 
that it seems so remote — because I anticipate that 
things will become much, much harder before they 
become better.

I keep thinking of the Leo Lionni story “Frederick,” a 
mouse who, when the hard winter comes, he shares 
tales of the colors of summer and it lights up the 
cold darkness. We’re going to need a lot of light this 
winter in order to make it to the other side.

Halie Soifer, executive director of Jewish 
Democratic Council of America, who 
relied on au pairs until President Trump 
prohibited their visas.

As a working mom of three young boys, I’m proud of 
the fact that my husband and I have successfully 
parented while working in politics, largely by 
following two rules. First, we have learned to accept 
a degree of imbalance, especially in election cycles. 
Second, we have been able to rely on childcare, 
which helps to facilitate our fluctuating and 
demanding schedules.

In the past five years, we have warmly integrated 
Christian, Catholic, Muslim, Black, Austrian, German, 
and French au pairs into our Jewish American home. 
The au pair program, which is regulated by the State 
Department, provides culturally diverse, affordable, 

and flexible childcare. In good times and bad, the 
value of the au pair program cannot be understated. 
It provides exceptional care at approximately half 
the cost of a full-time nanny. Amid the COVID 
pandemic, it fills an acute need for safe and 
responsible childcare.

President Trump’s June 22 Executive Order 
prohibiting J-1 visas effectively barred 20,000 new 
au pairs from entering the United States, including 
the au pair who was set to join our family this 
summer. The ostensible reason for the visa ban was 
to create American jobs, though it will likely have the 
opposite effect. For many families — especially 
military families — au pairs provide an indispensable 
form of childcare. In the absence of au pairs, many 
parents may stop working as opposed to choosing 
more risky or expensive options, only making the 
unemployment crisis in America worse. With his 
reckless visa ban, Trump has only made life harder 
for families, children, and working parents, especially 
those who rely on au pairs.

Sari Laufer, the rabbi who finds solace in 
Torah

“Reish Lakish said: ‘Anyone who teaches someone 
else’s child Torah is regarded by the Torah as if he 
made him’” —Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 99b

While I have never been sold on a singular parenting 
“philosophy,” the text above is certainly a big part of 
the way I parent. As a working parent I have relied 
on those (mostly, though not exclusively women) 
who have loved and nurtured my children; in doing 
so, they nurtured me and allowed me to do work 
that I love. Because of “my village,” I have been able 
to mostly successfully be a parent and rabbi. My 
refrain is an updated version of this text: We are not 
meant to do this alone.

For me — and I suspect for many others — this is the 
hardest part of pandemic parenting. All of the 
support systems — physical and emotional — that my 
husband and I have worked hard to build, are out of 
reach, literally. I cannot access childcare for my 
children, nor socialization for them. I do not have 
time to connect with friends beyond the ongoing

How these strong Jewish women survive the Covid-19 pandemic
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string of parenting memes we share over text. Every 
minute seems filled: If I am not doing something with 
my two children (ages six-and-a-half and three-and-
a-half), I am answering a work email. If I am not 
answering a work email or doing something with my 
children, there is a dish that needs to be washed or 
another load of laundry to be folded.

As a working parent, I worry that my children’s’ 
memories of this time will be an endless stream of, 
“Mommy needs to work now” statements, 
interspersed with the occasional craft project. With 
absolutely no childcare since March, each day feels 
like some sort of physical and emotional feat, an 
obstacle course with no foreseeable finish line.

On my hardest days of which there are many, there 
are a lot of tears — mine as much as my children’s. 
Like all parents, I worry about what this is doing to 
their mental and spiritual health; I worry about how 
this will shape their world and the ways in which they 
interact with it. I feel guilty for the time I am not able 
to devote to them, and feel anxious about the work I 
am not able to finish. In my better moments, I 
remember another sustaining teaching; the rabbi who 
follows his mentor into the bedroom and into the 
bathroom, and when asked why he is there, responds: 
This too is Torah, and I must learn it. When my 
children show up in varying stages of dress on a work 
Zoom? This too is Torah. When we give the extra half-
hour of screen time because my husband and I have 
overlapping calls and there’s nothing we can do? This 
too is Torah. When my children talk about all of the 
things they want to do “when the virus is gone?” This 
too is Torah.

This — this time, this loneliness, this feeling of failure 
and anxiety and fear — this too is Torah, and one day, 
perhaps I will know — and teach — the lessons I have 
learned from it.

Sari Laufer is a rabbi at Stephen S. Wise Temple in Los 
Angeles.

-

Carly Pildis is an organizing and advocacy 
professional living in Washington, DC.

For my thirteenth birthday, my stepfather gave me a 
camera. I had just arrived in New York City without 
any spoken English, but his gift enabled me to begin 
to communicate with the world through images. It 
was the beginning of a lifelong passion.

Now, I am a professional photographer, one who has 
spent her life in a mix of cultures. I work primarily in 
the Ultra-Orthodox Jewish community as a wedding 
photographer.

During a Hasidic wedding, as in most of their daily 
activities, men and women are separated; it is my job 
to photograph the women.

Though the Hasidic community inspires the curiosity 
of outsiders, I cannot display my pictures publicly; 

Photos reveal the 
hidden side of Hasidic 
weddings
By Ghila Krajzman
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concealment of femininity is integral to their lives. 
Therefore, I find creative ways of showing these 
images. To maintain their modesty, I use artful methods 
of concealing the women’s faces. I am put in the 
awkward position of representing this invisible group, 
simultaneously concealing and revealing the lives of 
Hasidic women who are not allowed to be seen in the 
outside world, or within their own community.

Separation of the sexes is the basis of their way of life, 
and although I am uncomfortable around such extreme 
inequality, I feel privileged to be allowed into this 
exclusive world. As a secular Jew, Hasidism has always 
been foreign to me, but as I record one of the most 

important moments of their lives, being accepted by 
them — however briefly — has been a revelation.

Weddings are central to the community’s life. In the 
secular world, people socialize at bars, clubs etc. — all 
places forbidden to this group. Weddings are 
celebrated everyday, except on the Sabbath and are 
gathering places where men and women, separated by 
the “mechitzah” (movable wall), dance, drink and enjoy 
themselves. An unspoken sexual tension fills the air. A 
boy is to become a man, and a virginal bride, a woman.

A striking element in the wedding is when the bride is 
covered by an opaque veil by her future husband 
before the ceremony, which is removed after she is 
married. My series on the veiled bride portrays her 
most vulnerable moments — I have wondered what she 
is thinking, hidden and alone during those twenty 
minutes that mark her transition from girlhood to a 
wife, married to a man she hardly knows.

My series on hands emerges from the same issue of 
concealment/revelation. I discovered the fascinating 
effects of hands communicating feelings — and, 
however unconsciously, sensuality.

In their separation from men, women develop close 
relationships. I have illustrated this woman-to-woman 
closeness and noted that these intimate moments of 
women clinging to one another goes beyond the 
Hasidic world. By removing all specific context from the 
images, I illustrate the primal connection between all 
women.

In those rare quiet moments, I talk to the children, the 
brides’ friends — older teens often engaged to be 
married — and their mothers, and have published these 
bits of conversation on my blog. They reveal a different 
world — hidden, vulnerable and yet their celebrations 
are exultant. Their joys and deep connections are 
essential to their way of life.

-

Ghila Krajzman was born in Israel and moved to 
Belgium at age 3. She has been working full time as a 
photographer in the Hasidic community for the past 10 
years.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.

Photos reveal the hidden side of Hasidic weddings
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Half of the students in the Zoom class were from 
Liberty Grace Church of God, a Black Baptist church in 
Baltimore. The other half attended the Jewish day 
school affiliated with Beth Tfiloh Congregation, in the 
Baltimore suburbs.

One teacher was Black and Christian. The other was 
white and Jewish.

Over a week in July, they gathered together on Zoom to 
plan an iPad-guided historical walking tour of the city’s 
Forest Park section, which in the 1950s and early 1960s 
was integrated — Black and Jewish.

And one day, they hosted two guests who were 
children in the neighborhood at that time. One of those 
people, now the executive director of the synagogue, 
remembered the amusement park she used to love 
going to during the summer, Gwynn Oak Park. The 
other guest, a Black congregant of Liberty Grace, added 
an important detail: The park was whites only.

“It was one of those moments you’ll remember your 
whole life,” said Susan Holzman Biggs, one of the two 
teachers, who is also an administrator at the Beth Tfiloh
school, in an interview. “Hearing those kinds of stories 
firsthand from the people who lived them was 
important for everybody, the adults and the kids.”

Since the police killing in May of George Floyd in 
Minneapolis, the oppression of Black Americans has 
dominated the national conversation, and many white 
American Jews are looking at their community’s role 
and responsibilities. These two Baltimore 
congregations, capitalizing on a relationship that began 
five years ago, are remembering the community African 
Americans and Jews once made, which Jews left.

‘No different than the knee on George Floyd’s neck’

The two communities first connected when Rev. Dr. 
Terris King of Liberty Grace visited Rabbi Mitchell 
Wohlberg of Beth Tfiloh in Wohlberg’s office in 
Pikesville, a suburb in northwestern Baltimore home to 
about 70,000 Jews.

The reverend had come with a proposition. He’d learned 
that the abandoned bowling alley in his church’s 
basement—closed down by the previous congregation 
that owned the building—had once been a center of 
communal life when the Forest Park and adjacent 
Ashburton neighborhoods were integrated. Did Beth 
Tfiloh want to partner on rebuilding it?

“I walked in to tell him, we need your help. This was the 
home of your people,” Rev. King said in an interview. 
“And I want my people to have a standard of living as a 
community, equal to, if not greater, than what you 
have. That’s what started this process.”

The meeting led to a friendship between the two faith 
leaders, and their flocks.

Liberty Grace is a non-denominational church with 250 
members, founded in the living room of the elder King’s 
mother — a rare woman-led church in Baltimore. Beth 
Tfiloh is a large Modern Orthodox synagogue whose 
congregants are primarily observant Jews.

Yet Rev. King said he and Wohlberg have been amazed 
by the similarities between them. After long careers —
Wohlberg’s 40 years at Beth Tfiloh, Rev. King’s 25 at 
Liberty Grace — they felt confident enough to try a 
unique, unprecedented partnership in Baltimore. (Rev. 
King also worked full-time as a healthcare executive in 
the federal government.) They both like fast cars, and 
good jokes.

“The major things we have that’s different is three

An Orthodox synagogue and a Black church 
search for shared history with a walk through a 
once-integrated neighborhood
By Ari Feldman

News
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things: You’re Jewish, I’m Baptist, you’re short, I’m tall; 
you’re white, I’m Black,” Rev. King said. “Virtually 
everything else, we’re on the same page.”

Since King and Wohlberg met, Beth Tfiloh has hosted 
Liberty Grace’s children’s choir to sing with the 
synagogue’s own children’s choir, and the two 
congregations have participated in several “culinary 
exchanges,” where women from the two communities 
cook together (in the synagogue’s kosher kitchen) and 
then serve the food for kiddush luncheon the following 
Saturday. Each Shabbat before Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Day, Liberty Grace’s congregation comes to Beth Tfiloh, 
where Rev. King gives a sermon.

The deepening relationship between Beth Tfiloh and 
Liberty Grace has also forced the Jewish congregation 
to face facts about poor Black life in Baltimore.

In one visit to the synagogue, Rev. King described how 
the public schools in his neighborhood do not have 
WiFi, crippling the learning abilities of the children. 
Wohlberg said his congregation was shocked.

“On the most simple and basic level, what chance does 
this seven-year-old Black kid have if their school 
doesn’t have WiFi?” Wohlberg said in an interview. “And 
people could relate to that — that was no different than 
the knee on George Floyd’s neck.”

White flight, Jewish flight

Starting in 1934, with the creation of the Federal 
Housing Administration during the New Deal, white 
developers used redlining to keep both Jews and Black 
people out of many neighborhoods. Even Jewish 
developers who were major philanthropists in their 
communities upheld the restrictive covenants.

Jewish neighborhoods, beginning with western 
Baltimore’s one-time Garment District, were largely 
graded as undesirable on redlining maps from the time, 
but Black neighborhoods were considered worse.

For that reason, as first wealthier German Jews, then 
Eastern European Jews, moved northwest out of 
Baltimore’s center, realtors would rent the 
neighborhoods they left only to Black people, creating 
the conditions for ghettos that still exist.

“Once Jews moved out, the assumption was that 
realtors would only show the properties to African-
Americans,” said Paige Glotzer, an assistant professor 
of history at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and 
the author of “How the Suburbs Were Segregated.” “It 
was gonna be Jewish, then it was gonna be African-
American.”

That meant that Jewish communities were at the 
forefront of white flight among white ethnicities in 
various cities, including Baltimore, Glotzer said.

Forest Park and Ashburton fell in the middle, in time 
and space, of this northwestern trail to the suburbs. But 
as the Black population grew in the neighborhood, the 
Jewish population sought its own bubble in Pikesville, 
outside Baltimore city.

In 1966, Beth Tfiloh moved its synagogue — established 
in Forest Park in the early 1920s — to Pikesville, 
severing the Jewish community’s last connection to the 
city neighborhood. Parts of the area remained middle 
class, while others declined.

Wohlberg said his congregation is made up of people 
who themselves joined Beth Tfiloh in Pikesville, as well 
as the children they raised in the suburbs.

“This Jewish knowledge of what was going on is very, 
very much real,” Wohlberg said. “They made the 
history.”

The areas are now divided by Northern Parkway. North 
of the parkway, the average life expectancy is about 82 
years. If you’re born to the south of the road, it drops to 
68.

A walk in the neighborhood

The tour, and the iPad app it is built on, is the brainchild 
of Terris King II, the son of Liberty Grace’s pastor. He’s a 
kindergarten teacher who moved home during the 
pandemic after a decade abroad teaching at the 
Shanghai American School.

He is calling the project Temple X: The “Temple” 
represents inter-religious cooperation, and the “X” is 
for experiential learning.

The Forest Park/Ashburton walking tour tells the

An Orthodox synagogue and a Black church search for shared history with a walk through a 
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the fictional story of two friends, a white and Jewish girl 
and a Black and Christian girl, as they show the viewer 
what their lives were like in their neighborhood.

By pointing an iPad camera at stickers with QR codes 
pasted on or near historic buildings, the children on the 
tour will be able to see and hear speakers and images 
from the past in “augmented reality,” which uses the 
iPad screen to, for example, show archival photographs 
of a former synagogue over the place it used to be. 
King II said that the program has a safety team to 
accompany the families.

The elementary school students from Liberty Grace and 
Beth Tfiloh’s Dahan Community School — in third 
through sixth grades — who participated in the Zoom 
classes helped set the route for the tour (remotely, on 
Google Maps) after learning about the neighborhood’s 
history with King II and Holzman Biggs, though they 
have yet to go on the tour themselves.

Teaching the shared history to the children is the first 
step to bringing Baltimore’s Black and Jewish 
communities closer together, as they were 70 years 
ago, King II said.

“The people who are gonna thrive in the future are the 
people who are gonna understand other cultures,” he 
said.

Wohlberg said his community has enthusiastically 
embraced the walking tour project as a way to further 
their relationship with Liberty Grace, and engaging with 
the fraught history of the Jewish community’s 
movement from Baltimore’s center to its perimeter.

“This is not a matter of putting up a sign: Black Lives 
Matter,” said Wohlberg. “It’s a matter of learning who 
we are.”

The tour app, in technical development for more than a 
month, is launching on August 18, with an in-person 
tour for both communities.

The Beth Tfiloh community has provided funding and 
Holzman’s time for the Temple X project, and has put 
Liberty Grace in touch with Jewish foundations to begin 
discussions about further funding.

Beth Tfiloh has also partnered with Towson University 

and Liberty Grace to begin rebuilding the bowling alley 
where Black people and Jews rolled side by side, Rev. 
King said.

This walking tour is the first in a global project, King II 
said, to create a platform for communities around the 
world to make their own tours and engage the students 
that are simply too young to do all of their learning via 
Zoom.

“We want to destroy the digital divide, but also the 
cultural divide between our communities,” he said. “The 
reason we’re starting here is that there’s a lot of turmoil 
between the Black and white Jewish community.”

While the older elementary students did not shy away 
from asking about race in the past — Did you attend the 
same schools? Could you go to the same hospitals? —
the walking tour they helped make will not feature the 
Jewish community’s exit or its aftermath, since it is 
meant as the first foray for younger students into this 
fraught history.

“Our goal isn’t to tap dance around the issues,” said 
King. “But our goal is to forcefully at a young age, teach 
them about the good things that have happened, and 
over time we can talk to them about the other things 
that have happened as well.”

But King II said he has been impressed with the Jewish 
community’s level of engagement in actually creating
the app.

“We are gonna speak the truth,” he said. “And it’s not 
about speaking truth to some power structure, but 
about speaking truth to individuals that are gonna sit at 
the table with us.”

-

Ari Feldman is a staff writer at the Forward. Contact 
him at feldman@forward.com or follow him on Twitter 
@aefeldman

An Orthodox synagogue and a Black church search for shared history with a walk through a 
once-integrated neighborhood
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On the internet, no one knows if you’re atoning 11

“Isn’t that Franny from Fire Island?” my husband asked 
as a well-dressed woman stepped up to the bimah to 
greet the rabbi. I looked closer. Indeed it was Franny, 
looking great. “Just please don’t tell me that you don’t 
recognize her with her clothes on,” I said, before he 
could.

That nasty beach joke was older than Jack Benny. What 
was new was that we were watching Franny get her 
Yom Kippur synagogue honor on our laptop, via 
livestream.

This was Yom Kippur 2019 B.C.E. (Before the Covid Era). 
Before I and every other Jew in the world had 
participated in Zoom Shivas, Zoom Mitzvahs, Zoom 
Seders and the rest. Like some kind of prescient time 
traveler, my husband and I observed last year’s Yom of 
all Yoms virtually, and as we approach these Covid-Era 
High Holidays, I have a suggestion or two to help 
enhance the experience.

First let me explain how I came to star in my own 
personal Back to the Future observance. It was, of 
course, not a pandemic that kept me from the pews, 
but inertia caused by an emotional brew of recent grief 
and long standing ambivalence.

Last year was my first Jewish New Year year after the 
death of both of my parents. It was a time for reflection 
about loss, a time to think about my complicated Jewish 
identity, and yes, a time for shul-shopping. Instead of 
organizing holidays around my mother and father, as I 
had always done, I now had the opportunity to choose 
my own synagogue. I was not driven by a need to pray, 
but a desire for continuity and community.

Which meant I had to answer the question: where did I 
belong?

For Rosh Hashanah, we attended a nearby synagogue 
at the invitation of a friend. Then for Kol Nidre, I cooked 
a vat of soup and matzo balls, braised the supersized 
brisket, and went with my family to a different service 
near our home in Manhattan.

Neither place felt right. So the next morning, I decided 
to find a service online. As the digital pioneer who built 
nfl.com and streamed the Super Bowl in 1995, I knew a 

thing or two about technology and live events. Now, I 
figured I could find a way to do my atoning in jeans and 
a sweatshirt instead of pantyhose and a suit, with no 
need to whisper or stifle a laugh or a yawn or a sob.

I was a bit embarrassed to share this experience 
publicly last year, lest I invite disapproval of my 
unorthodox choice. But that was B.C.E. Now, after 
months of turning to Zoom as the default way to share 
and communicate, it all seems almost…normal.

Even back then, there were already a few livestreams 
for the holidays. I quickly compiled a list of links that 
included some I’d heard of, plus a few random hints 
from Google. I was agnostic as to denomination, so my 
list included Conservative, Reform, and 
Reconstructionist — I figured the Orthodox did not 
stream given the prohibition against electricity on the 
holiday. I stuck to New York-based sites: perhaps, I 
thought, I would find the synagogue of my dreams right 
in my own neighborhood.

And so I clicked my way through the long day of 
davening.

Call me superficial, but I found that spiritual uplift came 
faster when presented with good production values.

It helped when the scene did not look like a converted 
high-school gym and the ark did not look like it fell off a 
Home Depot truck. I had little patience for terrible 
sound systems and dismal lighting. In one synagogue, 
every time someone moved a chair along the wooden 
floor, the screech competed with the prayers; then 
again the rabbi’s voice was as bad as the screech.) 
Some videos were so dark that the light from the bimah 
turned the clergy into spectral presences.

I was dreading yizkor, longing for the days when my 
mother would order me out of the women’s section of 
the sanctuary, her eyes already moist in preparation for 
the memorial service. So it was with some relief that by 
then, my surfing was over: I had found a service that 
was congenial, inspiring, downright heimische.

What made Park Avenue Synagogue the one for me?

First, someone media-savvy was paying attention to

On the internet, no one knows if you’re atoning
By Ann Kirschner
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the invisible audience. There was more than one 
camera position, and as it switched between the bimah
and the packed hall, it gave the remote audience a 
sense of participation and immediacy. The interior itself 
was magnificent, a well-lit synagogue stage from 
central casting.

And, best of all, the service resonated with me 
intellectually and emotionally. I was captivated by the 
lively, warm banter between the rabbi and the cantor, 
whose mutual affection and respect came right through 
the screen. I cried more than once at the soaring music.

I am confident that the Jewish New Year 5781 will ring in 
many more creative digital solutions. Last year, 
streaming video was probably an afterthought, maybe 
even a gimmick intended to reach new audiences at a 
time when every physical seat would be sold. This year, 
at least in non-Orthodox congregations, remote 
services will be essential because most people will be 
watching from home.

With these larger audiences, synagogues might want to 
do some trial runs with congregants, to keep problems 
to a minimum during the live services. Who wants to 
call tech support during the vidui? We may also see 
interesting hybrid strategies — Cong. Rodeph Sholom, 
on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, is offering to 
book time slots for those who want to limit their overall 
in-person attendance but still show up for a private 
moment in front of the ark.

Some synagogues are limiting their online audience to 
current members in the name of cybersecurity, an 
unnecessary and unfortunate trend. As the ADL and 
others have reported, there are many other ways to 
protect from Zoombombing and unwelcome guests.

Livestreaming is not a scarce commodity like seats in 
the auditorium. This is a moment to welcome new 
prospective congregants, to expand and experiment 
with building community in new ways. Synagogues can 
go beyond last year’s one-way formats by adding 
interactivity to deepen the audience engagement. 
Zoom rooms or streaming on Facebook, Twitter, or 
YouTube can handle a nearly infinite number of 
participants and support any amount of backchannel 
kibitzing.

None of these are expensive technologies, by the way. 
But they do require planning and some dedicated 
creativity and support. Last year I used my own 
timeworn machzor; this year I am delighted to see that 
many synagogues are already offering free downloads 
of their preferred texts.

We’ve come a long way from the dreary services of 
yore, where my rebellious teenage self used to 
daydream about toppling the mechitzah. Or, perhaps 
I’ve just substituted one barrier for another, as even 
now, something always seems to hold me back from a 
synagogue membership.

What will I do this year? I’d like to promise right here 
and now that I will join a congregation very soon. Then 
again, this is not the season for vows that I may not 
keep. Good news is that Rosh Hashanah 2020 A.C.E. 
falls on a weekend. I’m thinking about pulling together 
some similarly-situated friends for a shtible of our own. 
Maybe we will meet outside. Maybe one of our 
neighbors will preside or maybe we will join a live online 
service that we choose by consensus.

I’ll bring the brisket.

-

Ann Kirschner is the author of Sala’s Gift and Lady at 
the OK Corral and a strategic advisor in media, 
technology, and education.

The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect those 
of the Forward.

On the internet, no one knows if you’re atoning
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How a Holocaust survivor’s daughter found a passion for horses 13

“We’re horse people!” I recall dad saying when I was 
about seven years old. “They’ve been in our family for 
generations!”

Even when I was that young, even before I fully 
understood what it meant when dad told me he 
survived the Holocaust, masquerading as a Catholic 
with a false baptismal certificate when he was just nine 
years old in Poland, I knew that somehow I was an 
outsider in the world I had become infatuated with – the 
world of ponies.

Horses have been my lifelong obsession, an odd one for 
a born and raised Manhattanite, and the daughter of a 
Holocaust survivor, upstart Jews with immigrant roots. I 
hunted horses down in my city, where I found them as a 
teenage mounted parks enforcement officer in Central 
Park, and worked for the founder of the New York City 
Black Rodeo at a barn in the middle of the Harlem River. 
It’s a passion that I’ve been unable to shake, and that 
has driven me as a journalist for The New York Times, to 
seek out the horses wherever my reporting has taken 
me – and their stories.

But I always understood and loathed that my entrée
into the sport was as an outsider. So when dad, a 
prominent New York City psychiatrist named Dr. Yehuda 
Nir, who specialized in treating trauma among the city’s 
Hasidic Jews, hinted at the improbable — that I was 
possibly, authentically, a horse person — it jolted little 
me to attention.

That afternoon when I was seven in our country house 
in East Hampton, Dad began to unspool the story: 
During World War, I had a European cousin, and he was 
crafty. He loathed the war effort being mounted in the 
woods of what would become Poland that surrounded 
his farm, and so planned an act of subversion. The 
armies trampling his crops were steadily abandoning 
horses in the forest, dad recounted, used up nags half-
dead from the endless march of battle. My cousin slunk 

in under cover of darkness and collected the suffering 
animals, each animal he came upon, he brought back to 
his stable.

(I was thrilled! An equestrian ancestor who saved poor 
creatures? This was almost classier than the girls from 
my Upper East Side private school whose plush living 
rooms featured daguerreotypes of great-grandparents 
astride fox hunting stallions!)

Dad continued: When day broke, the cousin would send 
word to the army’s encampment that there were fresh 
warhorses for sale. When the troops came horse 
shopping, he would revive the animals, almost 
magically. I thrilled at the story of the horse-whispering 
Pole.

Then dad shouted: “It was pepper in the ass!”

I remember reeling there in our living room. The 
cousin’s trick, dad revealed, was to put capsaicin, the 
chemical in pepper that makes you sweat, under the tail 
and the exhausted animals would become wild at the 
irritation. They’d seem full of battle-horse vigor. 
Impressed, the soldiers would unwittingly buy back 
their own decrepit animals, which would soon succumb 
to their injuries and mistreatment — my cousin’s own 
way of subverting the war effort he loathed.

As a child, I was horrified. I had wanted our equestrian 
history to be genteel, but dad relished his version. In 
writing my book, I began to understand it anew, and in 
doing so, understand my father.

In telling it, dad turned the trope of the greedy Jew on 
its head. This long-lost cousin was a profiteer, of 
course, but in my father’s retelling, Shylock was the 
hero. The cunning of the Jews — the terms of 
disparagement that have been lobbed at our people 
since time immemorial — was reclaimed by my father as 
a mighty weapon.

How a Holocaust survivor’s daughter found a 
passion for horses
By Sarah Maslin Nir

Books
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In both the fable of the pepper and my father’s own 
survival during the Holocaust, Jewish cunning was 
weaponized. “It felt great to outwit 80 million Germans 
trying to murder an 11-year-old boy,” my father was 
quoted as saying in his New York Times obituary when 
he died in 2014 at the age of 84. “I present it as a 
psychological victory.”

Dad’s peppery myth omitted names and places, and I 
gave it up as an absurdist family fable. Until one snowy 
afternoon in Berlin, more than 15 years later, I stood in 
the Jewish Museum before an 1869 lithograph by a 
German artist named Friedrich Perlberg. In it, a man 
parades a stallion before customers, a horse dealer 
showing his wares. He wears jodhpurs, riding boots –
and the peyot of a Hasidic Jew. I was stunned. A Jewish 
horse dealer was real.

Was dad’s story too?

I never thought to ask, until I began writing a book 
about worldwide obsession with horses. “Horse Crazy: 
The Story of a Woman and a World in Love With an 
Animal,” began as a collection of tales and characters I 
picked up as a reporter for The New York Times around 
the world, drawn always after my articles were finished, 
to find the horses and the people who loved them, 
wherever I was. Discovering those stories morphed into 
unpacking my own.

As the progeny of a line of immigrants, of people who 
did not belong to this land, through riding, I laid claim to 
the leisure of The Other. “Ralph Lauren was born a 
Jewish boychick from the Bronx named Ralph Lifshitz!” 
my dad used to tell anyone who would listen, and 
indeed it is true; Ralph understood my need to take 
cover, to escape the shtetl for the safety of the 
ubermensch, to camouflage in their cashmere and 
jodhpurs.

In the quest for my family’s truth, I called my 103-year-
old great Aunt Buscia in the bungalow where she lives 
in Israel.

“Sarah? Who loves sousim?” she said, using the Hebrew 
word for horses. Over the years my parents had mailed 
her pictures via Air Mail of me jumping my horses. I told 
her dad’s tale about the cousin, the pepper, and the 

rude location where he stuck it. Did we have horses in 
our family? I asked.

There was a little bit of silence, as my words made their 
way across the Atlantic, the Mediterranean and the Sea 
of Galilee, or maybe just through 103 years of thoughts.

“It is a nice fantasy,” Buscia said. “But no horses.”

Today, when I ride, or even when I am simply graced to 
be among the animals that have so grounded me in my 
American identity, creatures I’ve been enthralled with 
since I was two years old, who have defined me, 
sometimes the feeling of being in a world in which I do 
not belong creep up.

In those moments when I feel as though I don’t belong 
to these creatures, my interloper’s thoughts are stilled 
by one important fact: The horses don’t care if your 
name is Ralph or Ralphie. Or Shylock. Or Yehuda.

I present it as a psychological victory.

-

Sarah Maslin Nir is the author of 
“Horse Crazy: The Story of a 
Woman and a World in Love with 
an Animal.” She is a staff reporter
for The New York Times and was 
a Finalist for the 2016 Pulitzer 
Prize for “Unvarnished,” her more 
than yearlong investigation into 
New York City’s nail salon 
industry.

How a Holocaust survivor’s daughter found a passion for horses
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In an August 4 speech at the White House, President 
Trump was invoking the beauty of our national parks 
when he stumbled on the words “Yosemite’s towering 
sequoias.” He said “yo-Semites,” to which we say “Hi!”

Jewish Twitter, naturally, had a field day.

In honor of this momentous occasion of national 
visibility — and our previously unknown ownership of 
some mighty impressive arbors — we have produced a 
novelty rap to mark the occasion, which, on the 
farklempt-o-meter far surpasses even Jonathan 
Swan’s impressive interview with the president last 
night. Without further ado, the “Yo Semites Rap.”

(Verse to the tune of this Ronald Reagan rap)

Yo, Semites, have you heard the news?
The Pres gave us a mention — but he didn’t mean 
Jews.
There at a White House event today
Trump said some words he didn’t mean to say_
Honoring Yosemite’s mighty sequoias
He said “Yo-Semites,” and now for the chorus:

(Chorus and bridge to the tune of Coolio’s “Gangster’s 
Paradise”)

We’ve been spending most of our lives living like yo-
Semites
Wearing the t-shirt right living like yo-Semites
Those national parks are tight when you’re a yo-
Semite`

Tell me why is he so blind to see
That that was an apostrophe?
Tell me are we so blind to see
That Trump just meant to praise those trees?
Tell me is this a Jewish victory?
We’ll take the win with dignity.

In truth I despise eating pickles, because they remind 
me of the deaths of many friends. But I do not want to 
be rude. —Sell Out by Simon Rich

The movie “An American Pickle” tells the story of a 
turn-of-the-century Jewish immigrant to New York 
who falls into a vat at the pickle factory where he 
works, only to wake up 100 years later in hipster New 
York, where, to his constant astonishment, the men 
all have beards like his, no one speaks Yiddish, but 
everyone loves his homemade pickles.

“Artisanal,” they call them.

The movie is based on a series 
of four New Yorker short 
stories by Simon Rich called 
“Sell Out.” One theme coursing 
through the stories is that 
everything old is new again. 
Nothing really dies. Beards, 
old Jewish men’s names, 
selling out — it’s all just recycled, often in increasingly 
disappointing and comic ways.

And if Rich was searching for a metaphor for death 
and regeneration, he couldn’t have done better than 
the pickle.

Real kosher dills are created through a process called 
lacto-fermentation. Nothing but cucumbers, water, 
salt, dill and spices go into the barrel. Microorganisms 
in the air and on the skin of the cukes penetrate the 
cell membranes and transform the sugars inside. Just 
as fermented grapes become wine and cabbage 
become sauerkraut, cucumbers become half- or

Broiled trout with 
pickle butter and 
other recipes from 
Seth Rogen’s 
new movie
By Rob Eshman

Trump: ‘Yo-Semites.’ 
Us: ‘Hello!’ Listen to 
our rap!
By PJ Grisar

Culture
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full-sours. The process of decay creates new life.

“As one of the primary processes by which nature 
breaks down living things so that their energies and 
atoms might be reused by other living things, 
fermentation puts us in touch with the ever-present 
tug, in life, of death,” Michael Pollan writes in “Cooked: 
A Natural History of Transformation.”

The probiotics that do the heavy lifting, we all now 
know, are fundamental not just to flavor, but to health. 
Eat more real pickles (and yogurt, and wine, and 
sourdough) and you too could very well wake up in 100 
years.

“There are three important keys to pickling: patience, 
hard work, and rage,” Herschel says in Rich’s story. 
“Rage, of these three, is by far the most vital. Pickling 
can be torture, like living inside endless nightmare. The 
only way to have success is to approach each day with 
violence.”

This, I have found after years of pickling, is untrue. 
Pickling is easy. Just keep your jars, hands and utensils 
clean, follow the instructions, and in a few days, you’ll 
have pickles. I’ve taught pickling to classrooms of 
college students at USC and to families in a low-income 
neighborhoods near USC, and at the end the look on 
their faces always reads the same: Wait, that’s all? You 
mean, I just made pickles?

Beyond being simple, pickling is the opposite of a 
nightmare. It calms me. No: it amazes me. It puts me in 
touch with some of the most profound truths of life: 
every death is a rebirth and change can be wonderful 
(and anyway, it’s inevitable).

I once had the honor of interviewing the guru of 
fermentation, Sandor Katz, author of “The Art of 
Fermentation,” on stage at Temple Emanu-el in 
Manhattan in 2016. He put it perfectly: “The transience 
of life must be together with the transience of death. 
Isn’t that the lesson of these bacteria?”

Herschel, of course, doesn’t see it that way. For him it’s 
just a miserable way to make a living.

“Whole Foods sells pickle jar for seven,” he says. “I sell 
for four and include all the scum… ‘Pickles here!’ I 
scream. ‘Pickles with garlic and scum!’”

Fortunately for Herschel, his pickles take off, rebranded 
as Sarah’s Statue of Liberty Garlic Pickles, scum and all 
(literal spoiler alert). The hipsters even transform them 
into hipster dishes.

As he recounts: “That night Simon’s goy comes with 
giant bag of vegetables. ‘I heard you’re into pickling,’ 
she says. ‘So I went on Epicurious and planned a pickle-
themed menu. We’re having broiled trout with pickle 
butter—and a pickle-vinaigrette salad on the side.’”

Rich doesn’t give the recipes for these dishes, which of 
course he offers up mockingly. But, hey, they sound 
good to me. So in honor of “An American Pickle,” I’ve 
devised the recipes muself, including my own for 
garlicky pickles.

Because if Herschel’s story teaches us anything, 
generations come and go, but pickles are forever.

Sarah’s Statue of Liberty Garlic Pickles

• 4 tablespoons kosher salt

• ½  gallon distilled, spring or 
purified water

• 3 pounds (about) pickling 
cucumbers, washed

• 5 cloves garlic, sliced

• 2 heads or bunches dill

• 1 hot red chile pepper, fresh 
or dried

• 1 teaspoon whole mustard seed

• 1 teaspoon whole black peppercorn

• Grape or fig leaves (optional)

Add salt to a large clean pickling jar or crock. Add the 
water and stir to dissolve the salt. Cut the tips off each 
end of the cucumbers. Place the cukes in the jar, 
layering in spices. Top with grape or fig leaf if available. 
Weight down with clean stones or other very clean 
weights. Make sure the water covers everything by an 
inch. If not, add more water.

Tighten the lid. Loosen it daily to release excess gas, 
then reseal. After three days check for doneness. Skim 
scum and discard. Refrigerate when the pickles reach 
the right taste for you.

Broiled trout with pickle butter and other recipes from Seth Rogen’s new movie
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Broiled Trout with Pickle Butter

• 4 whole trout, cleaned and butterflied, or trout filets*

• 8 tablespoons (one stick) unsalted butter, softened

• ½  cup finely diced dill pickles

• 2 tablespoons fresh minced dill or parsley

• 1 teaspoon Dijon mustard

• Salt and freshly ground pepper

• Vegetable oil.

To Cook

Preheat your broiler. You may also use a grill or a heavy 
skillet.

In a small bowl, blend the butter with the diced pickles 
and mustard and season with salt and pepper.

Rub the trout with oil and season with salt and pepper. 
Broil under high heat, skin side up, until the skin is crisp, 
about three minutes. Turn the fish and broil until just 
opaque, about three minutes longer.

Transfer the trout to plates. Top with the dill pickle 
butter, sprinkle with fresh dill or parsley and serve with 
lemon wedges.

*You can also use wild salmon, halibut, cod, or any 
fresh fish. Pickles go with almost everything.

Cabbage Salad with Pickle Vinaigrette

My son Adi Eshman came up with this recipe to 
accompany cornmeal-fried fish. It just happens to use 
pickles and their juice. And it just happens to be better 
than regular coleslaw. The amounts below are 
suggestions. Taste and adjust.

• 1 head cabbage, red and/or white, cored and 
sliced thin

• 1 carrot, peeled and shredded

• 1 small sweet pepper, diced

• 1 dill pickle, chopped

• 2- 3 dashes hot sauce

• 3 T. mayonnaise

• 1 T. dill pickle juice

• 1 t. Dijon mustard

• 1 t. fresh lemon juice

• salt and freshly-ground pepper

Add vegetables to a deep bowl, then add dressing 
ingredients. Taste and adjust amounts. Keep it chilled 
until ready to serve.

Broiled trout with pickle butter and other recipes from Seth Rogen’s new movie
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David Axelrod has a clear memory of the roasted turkey 
leg he received in a care package at the White House.

“It was the size of a war club,” he said.

A friend had shipped it to Axelrod, then senior advisor 
to President Barack Obama. He figured Axelrod missed 
the Wednesday Turkey Leg special offered by Manny’s 
Deli in Chicago, the city that forged Axelrod’s and 
Obama’s political destinies.

President Obama walked in to find Axelrod digging into 
the hometown treat. “What is this?” Obama said. “King 
Arthur’s court? What’s going on here?”

These days, Axelrod is taking his nostalgia for Manny’s 
public, trying to drum up support and customers for an 
institution hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Pre-pandemic, Manny’s business was approximately 
80% dine-in, 20% takeout. The pandemic obliterated 
dine-in overnight. So far, the deli has managed to 
survive by making daily deliveries to pickup locations in 
the suburbs, and gradually opening the restaurant to a 
limited amount of customers. Its retail corned beef line 
at Midwest Costcos remains successful. But Raskin
worries that these measures might not be enough to 
keep the restaurant afloat.

Across the country, more than 12,000 restaurants have 
permanently closed due to mounting costs, lack of 
revenue, and an uncertain future that has frightened off 
investors. The website Eater Chicago keeps a running 
list of permanent restaurant closures in the city. No 
place is immune.

So, when Manny’s Deli recently launched a social media 
campaign to drum up customer orders amidst their 
coronavirus-induced financial downturn, Axelrod was 
quick to publicly express his support on Twitter.

“Manny’s is a Chicago institution,” he tweeted, “I’ve 
been going there for forty years to clog my arteries and 
clear my head! If you’re looking for a great deli in and 

around Chicago, give ‘em a try! Food is delicious!!”

Turkey leg size aside, the location of Manny’s, 1141 S. 
Jefferson Street, helps explain part of its appeal to 
Chicago political mavens including Axelrod, Obama 
himself, and former Mayor (after a turn as White House 
Chief of Staff) Rahm Emanuel.

Manny’s sits just a stone’s throw from the heart of 
downtown Chicago’s skyscrapers and hulking municipal 
buildings, but also straddles the divide between the 
North Side and South Side that defines what remains a 
changing but arguably still-segregated urban 
landscape.

Far from a no-man’s-land, this dividing line was once 
home to a notable Chicago institution: the vibrant 
outdoor-indoor bazaar known as the Maxwell Street 
Market. This is the place in The Blues Brothers where 
John Lee Hooker performs to a throng of onlookers, and 
the place that gave its name to Chicago’s topping-
stuffed all-beef Maxwell Polish sausage.

It was a mercantile reef of largely and historically 
Jewish-owned businesses and stores that, in addition to 
its Ashkenazic immigrant vendors, long served as a 
melting pot of Black, white, Latinx, Caribbean, and 
Asian customers. The general commercial zone of 
Roosevelt Road was colloquially and controversially 
known as “Jew-town” to many Chicago citizen-patrons.

The Maxwell Street Market is gone, but Manny’s, 
founded nearby in 1942, remains at the nexus of the 
city’s politicos, journalists, moguls and workaday 
everybodies. With the majority of Chicago’s Jewish deli 
food now located in the suburbs or the far-North 
Rogers Park, Manny’s is one of the last remaining 
eateries of its kind within Chicago.

“I was introduced to Manny’s by a fellow reporter when 
I started at The Chicago Tribune in 1976, and we used to 
go there two or three times a week,” Axelrod said. “It 
was a quick trip from the Tribune on Lower Wacker 
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to Manny’s. That was in the days when I could knock off 
a bowl of matzah ball soup and a corned beef sandwich 
with no feeling of heaviness. It’s a little tougher these 
days. I’ve been going there ever since, so, 44 years.”

Axelrod discovered Manny’s after he spent his 
formative deli years in New York’s Stuyvesant Town 
neighborhood. He recalls meals at Katz’s on the Lower 
East Side, the late and lamented Stage Deli, and Jersey 
City’s Greenspan’s.

“I remember Greenspan’s really well because my 
mother had like 16 aunts and uncles, some ridiculous 
number, so there were a fair number of funerals 
growing up,” he said. “At the shiva, there was always a 
deli plate from Greenspan’s. It was only years later that 
I learned that tongue was actually a tongue.”

Having been raised on a steady diet of notable New 
York delis, for Axelrod it was “such a revelation to find 
Manny’s, because there aren’t that many great delis in 
Chicago.”

Manny’s was a place where Axelrod could sit and get 
some work done, and also meet other politicians to talk 
shop.

“There were plenty of days when I’d just call people up 
and say, ‘I need to think something through, let’s meet 
at Manny’s,” Axelrod said. “It was like a clubhouse.”

The restaurant’s familial atmosphere sometimes 
inspired fellow patrons to approach Axelrod to say 
hello.

“Often they want to straighten me out, or give me what 
they believe are their truer insights about politics,” he 
said. “But, it’s all good, it’s fun. And, it’s a great place to 
commune with people.”

Up until the pandemic, Manny’s remained a gathering 
place for a wide array of Chicagoans, with Jewish food 
the hearty and comforting medium.

“We’re a Jewish deli where the majority of our 
customers aren’t Jewish,” said Dan Raskin, Manny’s 
current and fourth-generation owner-operator.

That diverse spectrum of Chicago’s population made 
Manny’s a worthwhile campaign stop.

“You have a great cross-section of people from all 
walks of life, all different communities,” said Axelrod. 
“They all gather at Manny’s. There are a lot of tables 
and a lot of hands to shake.”

Axelrod is hopeful he’ll be able to return to his favorite 
table. Raskin, too, misses his regular customers and 
seeing family and friends gathering around his tables 
for comfort food and conversation.

“The most important thing is the staff,” said Raskin. 
“It’s just important to be able to keep our staff 
employed, and to feed their families.”
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Falsely accused

Dear Bintel,

There is only one kosher butcher in my town, and I have 
been a customer for years. A few months ago, the 
butcher accused me of stealing a brisket and insisted 
that I pay for it again. It’s important to me to keep 
kosher but I don’t appreciate being called a liar. What 
should I do?

Signed,

The Mistaken Thief

Dear Mistaken,

I certainly understand why being forced to double-pay 
for a brisket rankles. But I don’t think you should 
literally stop keeping kosher because the butcher called 
you a liar! That sort of drama sounds more appropriate 
to a 1920s Yiddish short story.

I have to ask: What is the butcher accusing you of 
doing, exactly? Sneaking several pounds of meat out of 
the store under your shirt? Breaking in after hours? 
Ordering delivery and then snatching the brisket from 
the driver’s hand? I’m trying to assess whether this is a 
scenario where the butcher plausibly did think you stole 
a brisket, and therefore some direct communication 
might clear things up. Because if you have been a 
customer for years at the one kosher butcher in town, I 
imagine there is more context than what you have 
provided. Does the butcher hold a grudge against you 
for something?

Could you approach the butcher and say something 
gracious, such as: As you know, it was very painful for 
me to be accused of being a thief, and treated as if my 
word could not be honored. I know you feel differently. 
But as this is a small Jewish community, it is important 
for me to be on good terms with everyone. So let’s 

move forward. If the butcher protests, or accuses you 
again, you can say: I don’t want to discuss the matter 
further, but I do want us to move on.

Sometimes, when you’ve been accused of something 
unseemly, the best response is to act with so much 
dignity that everyone around you becomes more 
embarrassed for your accuser than you.

Kiss and tell…

Dear Bintel,

In college, I dated a woman who I liked well enough, but 
who broke it off when she met someone she liked 
better. I wasn’t heart-broken, but it was sad, though we 
stayed friends and I have no bad feelings towards her.

A few years ago, she moved to the area where I live, 
and I invited her to my birthday party to help her meet 
people. One of those people was a close childhood 
friend; they started dating, and recently got engaged. 
They seem very well-suited, and very happy, and I am 
excited for them, of course.

The problem is, this friend is very Orthodox, and I know 
that they haven’t so much as kissed (or maybe just 
about done that). She was definitely into her Judaism 
when we were in college, but not so religious when we 
dated and we were definitely sleeping together.

The thing is, she was terrible at sex. I think one of the 
reasons our relationship soured was because she 
would show no physical affection, and barely seemed 
to respond to me when I made overtures. It was really 
strange, and I even wondered at the time if she was 
attracted to men at all. When I would ask her about it, 
she would brush it off or say she had always been that 
way.

I was always worried that I was being too pushy, but 
she would say she wanted to do stuff  but just wasn’t
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responsive, and blamed me, saying I clearly watched 
too much porn if I wanted her to moan and react like a 
drama queen. I definitely know the difference between 
fake, over-the-top porn stuff and normal excitement 
and enthusiasm about sex! Trust me, her lack of 
interest was stark.

My friend knows, of course, that I dated his fiancé in 
college, but we never discussed the details, and 
certainly never the sex. Now I’m worried he is being set 
up for a lifetime of sexual misery. Should I say 
something? I can’t imagine how to say something, but I 
feel guilty keeping this to myself.

Signed,

Troubled Best Man

Dear Best Man,

You dated this woman many years ago, and you 
yourself acknowledge you were an ill-suited match. 
Every couple has their own physical chemistry. There is 
no reason to assume that just because the sex you 
experienced with her was bad, it will be bad for them as 
a couple. They clearly get along better as a couple than 
you two did — likely their physical life will also be better.

I would recommend you not speak to your friend, at 
least not without some indication he would welcome 
the conversation. You would be giving him an image of 
her sexuality based on your impression instead of 
allowing him to form his own, and that’s not fair to 
them as a couple.

If you are very close friends, if you are truly his Best 
Man, you might ask more generally about how he is 
feeling about the upcoming major change in his life, sex 
and otherwise. Just because those sorts of 
conversations haven’t been part of your friendship so 
far doesn’t mean they must remain off-limits. You can 
also check in with him after the marriage to hear if 
there are issues or concerns, and if it sounds like 
something is up, then talk broadly about resources for 
couples that struggle with intimacy.

I say that just because some women DO struggle with 
desire and arousal, and they don’t realize they can get 
help. Sometimes it’s a physical issue, like a hormonal 

imbalance, and sometimes it’s about connecting to a 
certain thing that turns them on, but this is a serious 
issue and one with many solutions.

But to speak with him now about your experience 
would be to pre-define his relationship with his wife 
based on a lackluster college hook-up she had many 
years ago, and that is not something you should do.

Risk tolerances

Dear Bintel,

My family usually gets together for Friday night 
shabbat dinner. During the pandemic, we’ve been 
meeting by Zoom, but it’s not the same. We recently 
suggested meeting in our backyard for a socially 
distanced dinner.

My parents like the idea, but my sister and brother-in-
law aren’t comfortable with it. Should we move forward 
without the whole group? My parents want everyone to 
feel included.

Signed,

The Gang’s Not All Here

Dear Gang,

I say move forward. The last thing we would want is for 
you to be staring at your laptop next Friday night, 
resenting your sister for preventing you from a nice, 
socially distant Shabbat dinner. Nobody is at fault here. 
But who knows when social distancing will end? We 
might as well start making these sorts of 
uncomfortable compromises now, rather than in three 
months when it’s too cold to sit outside.

Any chance you can do some sort of hybrid? For 
example, you could host your parents, but before the 
actual meal maybe Zoom in the sister and brother-in-
law for shalom aleichem, hamotzi, and kiddush. Maybe 
go around, Zoom participants included, and say one 
hope for the week before signing off. Some ritual like 
that, if it’s in line with your family vibe, might make 
them feel less left out.

And if you can, present the decision in as loving, 
nonchalant, blame-free a way as possible, such as, 
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Rats! I totally understand why you feel that way. I think 
we are comfortable with mom and dad coming over, 
and they seem to be too. So we’re going to try it this 
weekend. Hopefully we’ll all be able to meet up soon, 
and if there is anything we could do in the coming 
weeks that might make you guys feel more comfortable 
coming over, of course let me know. Happy for all sorts 
of conversations!

The trick is to make it clear you are willing to be 
somewhat inconvenienced by them, and entertain the 
sort of nitpicky details that in prior years would be 
considered rude or micro-managing. For example, 
maybe they would be O.K. with an in-person dinner if 
everyone wore face shields, or took a temperature 

check, or something else. Or maybe not. But don’t make 
them feel bad or judged for not coming, and try to be 
light-hearted about it, as if they lived too far away to 
visit. No reason to make it a whole thing. It’s hard for 
everyone to know where to draw the line, and the less 
we police one another (within reason!), the better for all 
families.

But have your parents over. And it’s lovely your family is 
so close.

-

Shira Telushkin is a writer based in Brooklyn. Got a 
question? Send it to bintel@forward.com.
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